Going West is Steam
Wars’ biggest model,
containing two
figures and a scaled
locomotive

3D MAKER
3D print project

USING THE
ZBRUSH 3D PRINT
EXPORTER

Daniel Bel shares
his advice
STEP 1: CREATE A CUBE
From the Subtool panel,
append a 3D cube and put
this over your model. Scale it
to cover all of the boundaries
of the figure.
STEP 2: SET RATIOS
Leave only the cube visible
and open the Zplugin menu,
find the 3D Print Exporter
palette and click Update
Size Ratios.
STEP 3: SET HEIGHT
Choose millimeters and put
on the Y slider (height) the
size you want your model
to be, for example 400mm.
Press Enter.

3D PRINT PROJECT

THE LAST FRONTIER
Modeller David Fernandez Barruz explains
how he created the epic scene, Going West

T
DAVID FERNANDEZ
BARRUZ
David began his career
as a 3D programmer
before taking up ZBrush
and mastering character
modelling. He works at
Scale 75 and also teaches
3D modelling for video
games at CICE in Madrid.
www.bit.ly/198-barruz

he rise of 3D printing is fast becoming
an important part of the model
miniatures market. Leading studios are
adopting the technology to help their artists
create richer, more detailed models in a
fraction of the time.
One such company is Madrid’s Scale
75, whose large steampunk model series
has caught the eye of collectors
worldwide. Experienced CG artist
David Fernandez Barruz, has been
at the heart of creating some fan
favourites that include Jessica Thunderhawk
from the Steam Wars collection.
David says he has learned 3D printing
along the way. “Roberto Sánchez and Jorge
Lopez were looking for a professional who
was a good artist but also a good technician
to organise Scale 75’s digital sculpture
department,” he says. “So I have learned
about 3D print modelling by creating models
and working for Scale 75.”

Calm under pressure

With a background as a CG character
modeller, and as a progammer, the process
has come fairly easy to David, who describes
character sculpting as “primarily a well-crafted
pose,” adding, “I apply my knowledge of
rigging, skinning, and animation to get an
effective pipeline.”
Currently the Scale 75 modellers work
as if creating a character for a video game,
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beginning with a T-pose, making it easier to
amend the character and detail elements.
“Once I have finished the model in ZBrush I
merge all subtools and use DynaMesh to get
a good mesh to perform cuts and inserts for
production. Finally, we reduce the number of
polygons and export to .stl.”
David, along with fellow artists Manuel Puerta
and Ivan Pardo, has recently completed work on
Steam Wars’ biggest model, Going West. This
contains two figures and a scaled locomotive.
“The challenges were primarily technical in
preparing the mesh for 3D printing,” says
David, adding: “The most interesting challenge
which I enjoyed most was modelling Daisy
Reed, the bored looking ‘sexy’ girl.”
The Going West model took several months
to create, “There were a lot of concept
drawings and many great ideas from the
Scale 75 creative team; Adrian Prado, Elías
Alonso and Carlos Hernández,” reflects David.
The kit contains over 75 white metal pieces and
15 resin pieces. The larger pieces are produced
in resin to save weight and for the very high
levels of detail needed for this model.
So what advice does David have for new
artists taking up 3D printing? “I recommend
you check the thickness of pieces on the scale
of your model, and seal the recesses. If you do
this in the modelling phase you will avoid many
problems when printing.”
To see some more of Scale 75’s 3D printed
FYI models, visit www.scale75.com
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STEP 4: SET FOR EXPORT
Now turn off the cube and
make visible the other
subtools. Choose from the
3D Print Exporter pallette
if you want to export All,
Visible or Selected subtools.
STEP 5: FILE FORMAT
Finally, click on the file
format you want to export,
for example .stl, and press
Save. You’re ready to print!
TIP: KEEP IT SMALL
Decimate your model before
setting it and sending it to
print. Most printers don’t
like large files!
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